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Submitted by Lotfi Zadeh 
The need for several modifications has been pointed out to the author by 
counterexamples furnished by L. W. Neustadt.’ First, in Section II, the 
conditions stated are not sufficient to guarantee the existence of an optimal 
control. Property A.2 should be replaced by the somewhat stronger condition: 
A.2’. The boundary of S, moves continuosuly with t. Second, in the 
proof of Lemma I, the fact that E can depend on T was overlooked and counter- 
examples exist in the case where S, is not convex. A proof of a slightly re- 
worded version of Lemma I is given below. Third, in Section V, Intercepting 
a Target on a subspace, the step between the second and third lines of Eq. (5.9) 
resulted from an improper use of the pseudo inverse and is incorrect; thus 
the iterative procedure described in that section is not valid. A procedure 
for finding an optimal control for this case is also obtained below. Let us 
first prove 
LEMMA I’. If a control function uro,t’j is optimal, the interception point 
4t’ 9 fqO,Vl) = &‘> 
belongs to the boundary of S,, . 
PROOF. Clearly, if 
VP 9 q&t’]) = dt’> ? 
g(t’) belongs to S,. . Suppose that the control function u[,,,‘~ is optimal and 
that g(t’) belongs to the interior of S,. . Then, since g(t’) belongs to the inte- 
rior of S,. there exists an E > 0 and a closed cube N,g(t’) with edge length 
* J. H. EATON, An iterative solution to time-optimal control. J. Math. Anal. Appl. 
5, 329-344 (1962). 
1 The author would like to acknowledge the helpful correspondence with L. W. 
Neustadt of the Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles 45, California, in relation to 
these errata and addenda. 
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2r centered about g(t) and belonging to the interior of S,. . Since S, is 
convex for each t, N,g(C) belongs to the interior of S,, if and only if each of 
its vertices belongs to the interior of S,, . Let hi be a vertex of N&t’). Then, 
since hi belongs to the interior of S,, there exists, by A.2, a Ai > 0 such that 
hi belongs to the interior of S,,-,‘ for 0 < 7 < & . Let S = min, ai (Note 
there are only a finite number of verticles). Then N&t’) belongs to the inte- 
rior of S,,-, for 0 < T < 6. Since g(t) is continuous in t, there exists a 6’ < 0 
such that for 0 < 7 < IS, g(t’ - T) belongs to Ng(t’) and hence to the 
interior of S,,-, . Let y = min (&a’). Then y > 0 and g(t’ - y) belongs to 
the interior of S,*+, . Thus there exists a control function ~[a.~‘+,~ belonging 
to f-2 [a,~+,~ such that v(t’ - y, ~~a,~~+,~) = g(t’ - y), which contradicts the 
hypothesis that ~‘~a,~‘1 is an optimal control function. 
As indicated above, the method described in Section V for finding an 
optimal control for intercepting a target on a subspace is not valid. In order 
to obtain a procedure for finding an optimal control for this problem we 
return to the first line above Eq. (5.7) and proceed as follows: 
Let us use the notation 
and 
u,,~(T) = sgn Y’(7) X(t) H’q (5.13) 
V(t, q> = Hx(t) j: Y(T) ?+(T) dT . (5.14) 
Here, as before, v(t, 7) belongs to the boundary of S, at a point where n is an 
outward normal. (Here we use St to indicate the n-dimensional sets conside- 
red in Section IV and reserve St to denote the s-dimensional sets considered 
in this section.) In Section IV we made use of the fact that an a priori knowl- 
edge of t is not necessary in order to specify an admissible control utl such 
that s,” Y(T) t+(T) dT belongs to the boundary of 5’; at a point where q is 
an outward normal. In this case however, as indicated by the notation in 
Eq. (5.13), an a priori knowledge of t is necessary in order to specify an 
admissible control uqst such that HX(t) fz Y(T) u&T) dT belongs to the 
boundary of S, at a point where n is an outward normal. Hence an iterative 
procedure for finding an optimal control must proceed in t as well as in q. 
The procedure we will use is best obtained from a continuous version. Let 
us introduce the parameter ‘T and set 
‘;p = g[t(T)l - v[+), q(T)] 
= e[t(T), ‘lb)] T 1(O) = w (5.15) 
t(T) = K 11 ‘l(T) 11 - 1 (5.16) 
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where K >- 0 and 2 = e/II e / 1 = e/(e, e)rj2 is a unit vector in the direction 
of e. We will prove Theorem V for normal systems. 
THEOREM V. Let g(t) be d@krentiable with respect to t and let tU be the 
smallest t for which g(t) belongs to S, . Let Co be the convex cone of outward 
normals of S,, . Then, 
lim rl(~) = q” E Co and :--*m lim t(7) = to T---fco 
where t(r) and q(~) are defined by Egs. (5.15) and (5.16). Note that to and 
any ~0 belonging to CO specify the optimal control almost everywhere for 
normal systems. It is convenient to establish two lemmas before proving 
Theorem 1’. 
LEMMA V. Under the conditions of Theorem V t(r) is a monotonic non- 
decreasing function of 7 bounded above by to. 
LEMMA VI. Under the conditions of Theorem V lim7+co e(T) = 0. 
Let us prove Lemma V first. Differentiating Eq. (5.16) with respect to T 
we obtain 
g = Kg (q(7), q(7))“2 = (q(&))‘i” WY 39 
= J+W), q(~>l, c1(7)) (5.18) 
Differentiating Eq. (5.18) with respect to -r we obtain 
Neustadt [l] has shown that for normal systems 
& (v(t, Yl), ‘1) = VP, ‘1) * 
Thus it follows that 
Noting that 
- = ’ [r1(T)/h(h ‘d+1’2l d9 dr dT 
d+)/dT fi(% drl/dT) 4d at fi =---- -- 
II ? II II rl II =ll- dr 11~11 
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we obtain 
-$ = II r1(7) II-’ II 44 II2 - II q(7) 11-l [-$-j’ + i (e(7), e(7)) & 
or 
d2t -- 
dT2 [& (W W) - I I 44 I l-1 $12 = I I 44 I I-1 I I e(T) I? (5.20) 
Let 
M(to) = og& 1; (44 4),9) j 4 I (e(t, i), 9) I 
llIER8 
M(tO) is bounded since g(t) is differentiable and because u,,~([) is bounded 
in Eq. (5.8) which defines v(t, q). Thus the term inside the bracket in Eq. 
(5.20) is bounded on any interval [0, T] for which t(T) < 2t0. Note that 
dt/d~~,=,=)(e(O)~( >O. s ince M(tO) is bounded, a necessary condition 
for dt/dT to change from positive to negative by any interval [0, T] on which 
t(T) < 2t0 is that there exist a 7’ belonging to [0, T] for which dt/dT = 0 
and such that d2t/dT2 < 0. This is contrary to Eq. (5.20) since 
II +> II-’ II 44 II2 2 0. 
Consequently dt(T)/dT 3 0 on any interval [0, T] on which t(T) < 2t0. We 
can now show that t(T) is bounded above by to and hence that dt(T)/dT > 0 
for 0 < 7 <O”. Consider the (s- 1) dimensional hyperplane P(T) defined by 
ptT) = ix 1 (7 ‘lb)) = (V[t(T), ‘-l(T)], ‘I(‘%> (5.21) 
(Note that e[t(T), ?(T)] is b ounded on any interval [0, T] for which t(T) < 2t0 
and, hence, in view of Eq. (5.15) and (5.16), P(T) is defined on any such 
interval.) 
P(T) iS a SUppOrt phe of Stc7) at v[t(T), v(T)] since 
(v[t(T), ‘ltT)l, ‘dT)) = x$$t;l (x, ?(T)) . 
Let us denote the interior of Stcr, by Stt(r, . P(T) is a separating hyperplane 
for g[t(T)] and Stfrj for ah T for which 
since 
(e[t(T), r1(T)l, fib)) 2 0 implies k[tb)l, +dT)) 2 (V[t(T), ‘l(T)], i(T)) . 
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sow suppose there exists a T* such that to < t(~*) < 2t0 and such that 
$7) < 2t0, 0 < 7 < T*. Then, since dt/dT is differentiable on such an interval, 
there must be a T’ < T* such that t(~‘) = to. Since dt/dT 3 0, 0 < 7 < T’, 
P(T) is a separating hyperplane for g[t(T)] and S*(7) for 0 < 7 < 7’, and in 
particular for 7 = 7’. But g(t”) = g[t(T’)] belongs to the boundary of Stc7,) , 
thus P(T’) which is a support plane of St(,,) at v[t(~‘), n(~‘)] is also a support 
plane of S,,,.x, at g[t(r’)]. Since the system under consideration is normal, all 
support planes of S,(,., are regular and hence 
dt(41 = V[W dT’)l and e[t(T’), q(~‘)] = 0. 
But e[t(T’), )‘r(~‘)] = 0 implies dt/dT and dq(T)/dT = 0 for 7 > T’, which 
contradicts the assertion that t(~*) > to. Thus Lemma 1’ is established. 
PROOF OF LEMMA VI. Since the system under consideration is normal, 
v(t, T) is continuous in both t and n. From Lemma V and Eq. (5.16), we have 
that // II(~) j j < 1 + to < 03 for all 7 2 0. This, coupled with the fact that 
t(7) is a monotonic nondecreasing function of 7 bounded above by to implies 
that a solution to Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) exists. Consider now Eq. (5.20). 
Let YJ(T) and I(T) b e a solution to Eq. (5.15) and (5.16) with the initial con- 
dition n(O) = i?(O) and t(0) = 0. Let 
M(T) = - [; (q4 3(r)) - II r1b) !I? fp] (5.22) 
Then 
and 
dt 
- = exp 
dr (1; M(s) ds) I I a(o) I I 
Suppose that (I ( Z(T) 1 I”)/(1 1 q(7) I I) > E > 0. 0 < T < ~0. Then 
(5.24) 
But I M(t) I . b 1s ounded by some number M. Therefore 
M(T--8) ds & = -!- [MT + e-MT - 11 
M-2 
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and hence there exists a T’ for which t( T’) > to which contradicts Lemma V. 
Therefore 
Fi E(T) = 0 . 
Theorem V now follows since (/ II(T) /( < 1 + to, 0 < 7 < ~0 and since 
e[t, TJ] = e(q) is a continuous function of 71 which, since t(l[ rl 11) < to, 
can vanish only if q E Co and t() 1 q 1 I) = to. 
With a few minor modifications the above proof can be carried through 
when the positive constant K in Eq. (5.16) is replaced by K(T) > 0 or 
K(e) > 0. Modifications of this type would likely prove useful in computing 
the optimal control. Equations (5.15) and (5.16) can be solved on a digital 
computer to obtain q” and to and hence the optimal control. Any procedure 
for solving Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16), however, must be iterative in nature 
since 
cannot in general be evaluated instantaneously. Note that as K + 03 in 
Eq. (5.15), g[t(r)] must approach the hyperplane P(T). Thus as K + m, 
Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) become very similar to Eq. (16) of Section V of 
Neustadt’s paper [I]. 
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